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About This Game

ONE MORE LINE is a highly addictive, one button, space disco, skill timing game!
Created by Sydney based developers SMG Studio.

Steam Edition features:

ADVERTISING FREE

 Steam Exclusive features:

2-4 player Local Multi-player

Several hats to choose from

Unlockable tails

Several skins
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Steam Cards & Achievements

As seen at PAX East & PAX Prime 2015

What people are saying;

"The game's so fun. I got everyone on the set hooked on it. It's a very easy game to learn, very hard game to master"
Burnie: Rooster Teeth (Podcast #302)

"It's finger crack!"
Game Stitch Podcast

"One More Line is viciousness without respite. A hardcore gaming experience"
PocketGamer

"An addictive time-waster perfect for downtime at the office or the daily commute"
Techly.com

"It's a twitchy arcade game that's something of a hybrid between the steering mechanic of slingshot racer and those rotating
planet platformer games that are so darn popular."

Toucharcade.com

"SMG has got the formula precisely right. It's a fast, eye-catching game that's mechanically difficult, but the controls are simple
and intuitive, so you never feel cheated, only beaten by your inability."

ABC.net.au

"An addictive and challenging yet deceptively simple arcade game"
Jay is Games

"One More Line is most entertaining single button game that I’ve encountered."
superatomica.com

"The controls are responsive and accurate, and if you have a good self-control, as well as a propensity for the psychedelic
seventies, this could be the right game for you. 8/10"

IGN Italia

Over 6 million downloads worldwide Thanks for the support!

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Score Register:

<10: You're not trying
11-19: You can get that without even trying

20-25: My mum can get that score
25-49: OK you're on the way

50-99: Respect!
100-199: Fist bump. You're good

200+: Whoa, nice work!
400+: :0

500+: WTFF!
700+ Best in the world!!!
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Title: One More Line
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
SMG Studio
Publisher:
SMG Studio
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2015
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It's a bad and boring game even for the Play Store. Don't waste your time, even in an offert.
1 / 10. Interesting concept, but lag is horrendous and makes enjoyable gameplay impossible.. This is a great buy when it is on
sale for $1. I wouldnt pay much more for this game.. The concept is fun - but the game gets ruined by unresponsive controls
(that a big one in a 1-button game..) and weird / glitched lock-ons.. Reling on your luck too much, not on your skill.
Usually I don't blame a game of luck, but this game's ramdom-generated level is just hideous.
I recommand you to play Super Hexagon - that is simply better on every aspect.. it's free on your phone. Should be more like a
buck, but it's fun. This game rocks so fun on PC I love all the hats, trials, themes, etc. The Devs are super awesome nice people
as well! its great to support them. On mobil my score is 673, Pc is 400 so far!!. One more line with cocaine
. this game will make you flip your desk..........
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Best gaem evr 2017. Fantastic idea.!
Perfect Sound.!
Challenging.!
Fun.!

First it was hard for me to reach a distance of 50...!
Then i found the tutorial.
You want to know where it is?
Try some of the easy achievements, a better practice does not exist.

This is the most simple and quite difficult "one button" game that I can recommend with ease to fans of leaderboard
competition, good assessment of assets and ******* PCs.

719.623 / 1.000.000. One More Line is an amazing mobile game that is now available on Steam with exclusive stuff like
Multiplayer and customising your experience with hats etc.

It's cheap and you should challenge your friends to get the best high score between yourselves or try the challenging
achievements. I don't see myself ever getting over 100.... This is a fairly fun game which would normally get my positive
recommendation if it wasn't for some game breaking bug/issues
It's a simple one-button game, an endless runner. where you keep moving forwards, try to avoid obstacles and stay in the main
path by clinging on to these obstacles, rotating around them until you release the button which will propel you towards the
desired direction.
The graphics are simplistic and charming with a few choices for the main "blob", music is fitting if not a little repetitive after a
while and the whole production/programming is spot on, but for the next couple of issues..
The two issues that make the game unplayable in the later levels (read achievements) are:
a. Sometimes the hold on the obstacle isn't released the moment you let the button go so you cannot predict the exact direction.
Similarly when you try to grab a node, sometimes it won't react instantly and in this game you need fast reflexes and very
responsive control of your "line".
b. (This is the most important problem) Sometimes the algorithm will choose the target that is coming straight at you to cling
on to so it's bye-bye with a head on collision.
And that's it for me.. just a few too many head on collisions and game over for this one..

PS. I would change my thumbie if that second issue is fixed but until then I'm not touching this title again. Just too frustrating
and not fun anymore... Sexy♥♥♥♥♥game, addicting asf ngl also a decent time waster. Easy to earn badges and that cheers me
the ♥♥♥♥ up every time I die knowing that I got badges in such a short span.. Nice game with fun and addictive gameplay.
Seems to run way too sluggish for what it is though.. This game is super fun and addictive! I grabbed it in a bundle earlier today
and can't stop playing it! The music and artwork is perfect for the game, it runs super smooth, and has a variety of hats and trails
to unlock! The price even at full price is a steal and I've already gotten one friend hooked to the game. Looking to spread it to
other friends!. I personaly did not like this game its glitchy, sometimes when I pressed the spacebar it didnt respond and it got
me so FREAKING mad I thought this was going to be a good game, but it turns out I wasted my money.

- 4/10
  -James
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